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Lord Gort had from the first been placed directly under the
French Commander-in-Chief, Gamelin, thus ensuring the unity
of Allied Command the lack of which had had such serious results
in the First World War. The doctrine of the French High Com-
mand was a defensive one ; it was laid down on the basis of 1914-
18 experience that a continuous front was inviolable against
anything but an offensive enjoying great numerical and material
superiority and carried out in accordance with a co-ordinated, de-
liberate and detailed plan. The Maginot Line along France's
eastern frontier was considered to be impregnable even to such an
attack; but it covered only the eastern frontier, and the Germans
were expected to refrain from any attempt to breach it by direct
assault and to seek their traditional way round its northern flank,
tftrough the Low Countries.
The Allies' discussions of their plan of action in the event of such a
hostile attack might have been more useful and fruitful had the High
Commands of Belgium and Holland taken part in them. But these
two countries hoped to avoid being involved in the war by a policy
of strict neutrality which entailed keeping their only possible allies
as much at arm's length as their only possible enemies, and not
even a succession of false alarms of German attack, could move
them from it. It was certain that in the event of such an attack they
must call on France and Britain for aid, but no definite plans for
the dispatch and use of such aid could be made beforehand
without their co-operation.
The first few weeks of the war saw the complete defeat and
conquest of Poland, whose fate was sealed by the advance of
Russian forces into her eastern provinces, while her armies were
being ringed round and destroyed by the Germans in the West.
France and Britain could do nothing to help her, although they had
in the field one hundred and fifteen divisions against the one hun-
dred and thirty of Germany. By the spring of 1940 the latter had
raised one hundred and ninety-two divisions as against the Western
Allies' one hundred and twenty-six ; the adhesion of Belgium with
twenty-two and Holland with eight divisions would halve Germany's
numerical superiority if the expected hostile attack on them could
be held until Franco-British aid could reach them. A force of
twenty-three divisions, including eight British, was therefore held
ready in the event of such an attack to advance to the line of the
Meuse and Dyle between Sedan and Antwerp, while another
French force of seven divisions was to move into Holland. The
Belgian forces would, it was hoped, be able to hold their frontier
defences long enough to enable the Allies to take up their battle
positions in rear.
The B.E.F.'s sector of this defence line lay in the centre along
the Dyle from Wavre to Louvain. The prospects of success were

